
IDA ISAK WESTERBERG (SWE / Meänmaa)

b. 1986

idaisak.se

Ida Isak Westerberg has their feet deep in the peat outside of Övertorneå and lives in Älvsbyn,
Norrbotten where they have their studio. With a diploma in handweaving from Friends of Handicraft,
Ida Isak wants to challenge expectations of what weaving is supposed to be and look like.

“Sompasenvuoma” (2021) are two handwoven pieces charged with the energy that the mire keeps.
They have been buried in the peat for a month and then covered with plants and berries from the mire
for two weeks. The result may be as steady as a quagmire but if the colours fade, it’s possible to
charge it again.

OLGA KRÜSSENBERG (SWE)

b. 1995

olgakrüssenberg.com

Olga Krüssenberg works with moving images and installations. She currently lives and works in
Stockholm. Krüssenberg has a bachelor’s degree from The Royal Institute of Art in Stockholm and has
studied documentary filmmaking at Biskops Arnö and Ölands Folkhögskola.

The video work “Slowly I Move in Your Direction” (2018-2021) is a family chronicle of three
generations. It is based on a secret that was recently revealed in Olga's family and that has reshaped
their understanding of who their grandmother was as a person.

KARIN KEISU (SWE / Meänmaa) & JOSSE THURESSON (SWE)

b. 1995 & 1992

keisuthuresson.com

Karin Keisu and Josse Thuresson have been working as a collaborative duo since 2018. Their projects
take the form of text, film, performance, digital installations and curating, addressing politics of
language, queer time and the strength of being on the margins. Educated at Oslo National Academy of
the Arts, Academy of Fine Arts Vienna and at Konstfack University of Arts, Crafts and Design.

The video work “Det här språket är inte övergivet än / Tätä kieltä ei ole vielä hylätty / This language is
not abandoned yet” is part of an ongoing series of works investigating normality and nationalism in
relation to the oppression of minority languages in Sweden.

HENNA MATTILA (FIN)

b. 1990

hennamattila.com

Henna Mattila is a photographer, visual artist and arts educator, who is based in Rovaniemi, Finland
and Haparanda, Sweden. The focus of her work is on her artistic practice and arts education, actively
working on personal projects and art-based community projects, both nationally and internationally.

“Ephemeral Paintings” (2021) depict the disappearing snowy winters, reminiscing them and their
colours. The climate is changing, especially in the arctic areas.



ALINA BELYAGINA (RUS) & AMIE JAMMEH (GM / SWE)

b. 1989 & 1993

alinabelyagina.wixsite.com/choreo

Alina Belyagina works between dance and theatre with extensive use of video and text. She is
educated at the Moscow State University of Culture and Arts.

Amie Jammeh (b.1993) has her origin from The Gambia and Sweden. She began dancing at a young
age, starting mostly with hip hop & urban styles before she decided to go more into the contemporary
scene when she was in her 20s. In 2017, she graduated from Iwanson International School of
Contemporary Dance in Munich.

Alina’s and Amie’s collaboration, the performance “Image we combat with” will be presented in Cultural
House Wiljami (Urheilukatu 1), Saturday 4th at 7pm. In the centre of their artistic investigation is a
body that reflects everything that happens outside. How do ideologies shape our bodies and minds?
Do they restructure us from the inside, choreograph our bodies and finally make our bodies unable to
act freely?

M SEPPOLA SIMONSEN (NOR / Kven)

b. 1998

M Seppola Simonsen is a Norwegian-Kven poet from Northern Norway. M has a bachelor’s degree in
English literature and Spanish from the University College Dublin, and is currently studying sociology
at the University of Oslo. In the summer of 2020, Seppola Simonsen debuted with the poetry single
“Nord”. The single explores northern identity and Kven heritage.

“Nord” (North) was published by Flamme Forlag in June of 2020.

ANNIKA SELLIK (NOR / EST / Iisakumaa)

b. 1986

annikasellik.tumblr.com

Annika Sellik is originally from Iisakumaa (North-East of Estonia), she is currently based in Tromsø,
studying MA in Fine Arts at the Tromsø Art Academy. Her practice is mostly installation orientated,
with a focus on the presence of the viewer and the perceptions of the viewer.

Annikas installation consisting of a visual poem and object διʹγάπης and a wall piece - Muet.

διʹγάπης _- ancient greek: via profound love, through love. All living is growing and breathing διʹγάπης;
as connecting the eternity. Because of love and for the love. This is endless. Our will to love is
endless. The profound reach and fight. This will is simple, but yet inexplicable.

Muet, wall piece. From Latin mutus and Greek μύειν, is regarded as an onomatopoetic formation
referring not to silence but to a certain fundamental opacity of human being, which likes to show the
truth by allowing it be seen hiding.



ÅSNE KUMMENEJE MELLEM (NOR / Kven)

b. 1995

asnemellem.no

Åsne Kummeneje Mellem is a Kven artist using her practice to investigate the Kven culture through
visual mediums such as Kven crafts, Käsityö and photography. She holds a BA in medium and
material-based art at The National Academy of the Arts in Oslo and has completed two years at Oslo
School of Art Photography (OFKS). Kummeneje Mellem is the first Kven artist to be purchased by
Nord-Norsk Kunstmuseum.

Through her work “I Never Learnt my Mother Tongue” (2021) she explores the gap of knowledge
dividing the generations because of the assimilation period. Through the scene of contemporary art,
Kummeneje Mellem is able to explore what it means to be a Kven artist today, developing the culture
within, as well as showing the culture to others.

JOHANNES HEIKKILÄ (FIN)

b. 1986

johannestaunogabriel.wordpress.com

Johannes Heikkilä is a visual artist based in Rovaniemi, Finland. Heikkilä graduated in 2010 from the
Free Art School and from Academy of Fine Arts (University of the Arts, Helsinki) Department of
Printmaking in 2019.

Johannes’ artistic practice deals with constructions as concrete structures, but also as reflections of
inner worlds. The works are abstract-figurative interpretations of existence, the dimensions of
construction and destruction. “At first it was white” tune in the points and forms of mind construction
while "Here, where a dead tree does not provide shade" reflects the shadow side of organised society.
The themes of the works bounce between environments and influences.

MAIYA SYRSTAD JERIJERVI (NOR / Kven)

b. 1998

Instagram: @rubinsk.iy

Maiya Syrstad Jerijervi is a kven street artist born and raised in rural Kirkenes. Currently she is
studying at Einar Granum Kunstfagskole in Oslo.

Maiyas grandfather and his brother both died suddenly after being ill for a short period of time. They
both left a legacy behind; their kven ancestry. What was left behind was just stories and pictures.
Maiyas painting depicts her grandfather and his brother still very much alive, but gone. Just as their
legacy is.


